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ryse: son of rome is an action-adventure video game, developed by crytek and
published by electronic arts, that was released for microsoft windows in november
2013. the gameplay of the game has been described as comparable to that of tomb
raider, with the player role taking place largely from a third-person perspective. the
game also features stylistic elements similar to that of god of war. it was released for
microsoft windows, playstation 3 and xbox 360. the setting of the game takes place in
britannia during the roman empire. it features a soundtrack composed by swedish
band mesh, and features a battle mechanics inspired by god of war games. ryse: son
of rome is an action-adventure video game, developed by crytek and published by
electronic arts, that was released for microsoft windows in november 2013. the
gameplay of the game has been described as comparable to that of tomb raider, with
the player role taking place largely from a third-person perspective. the game also
features stylistic elements similar to that of god of war. it was released for microsoft
windows, playstation 3 and xbox 360. the setting of the game takes place in britannia
during the roman empire. it features a soundtrack composed by swedish band mesh,
and features a battle mechanics inspired by god of war games. ryse: son of rome is a
video game created by crytek and published by electronic arts, and developed as a
stand-alone title and a title of the god of war series. in contrast to previous god of war
games, the gameplay has been described by critics as comparable to that of tomb
raider. the story of the game is set in the year 65 ad, during the roman empire. the
main character is a roman soldier named marius, who was raised in slavery by the
daughters of cossus, a former celtic king. after the death of cossus, marius founds his
own group of mercenaries. ryse: son of rome was released in europe and australia in
november 2013, and in north america in december 2013. ryse: son of rome for the
xbox one and microsoft windows was made available on august 10, 2014. the game
takes place in britannia during the reign of the roman emperor nero. the gameplay
features third-person view, similar to that of the tomb raider series. the story mainly
follows the fate of marius, a young roman soldier. it also features stylistic elements
like animation, character customization, and the ability to drive vehicles. the game
received acclaim. it was nominated for, but did not win the "adventure game of the
year" award at the 2014 navgtr awards. it was also criticised for its "crummy"
gameplay, poor voice work, less-than-quality graphics, and pacing, as well as for
leaving the player feeling bored and disengaged. numerous complaints cited the
difficulty, control, combat, and camera mechanics, which were also found lacking in
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the legend of zelda: breath of the wild. ryse was considered to be part of a trend of
"slow-burn" games, along with wolfenstein: the new order and assassin's creed iii, a
trend which crytek's ceo at the time spoke out against. though the latter two were
also received negatively by critics, the former was considered by many to be well-
reviewed.
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ryse: son of rome tells the story of marius titus, a young roman soldier who witnesses
the murder of his family at the hands of barbarian bandits, then travels with the

roman army to britannia to seek revenge. quickly rising through the ranks, marius
must become a leader of men and defender of the empire on his quest to exact

vengeance a destiny he soon discovers can only be fulfilled much closer to home.
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